
    NAME:_____________ 
    DATE:_____________ 

        PERIOD:______ 

Touching Spirit Bear  
  Small Quiz Ch 1- 5 

 
1. As the novel begins, Cole is  

a. beating up a classmate  c.  robbing a store 
b. riding a skiff to an island  d.  attending a Circle of Justice meeting 

 
2. Name the classmate that Cole beats up.  

_______________________________ 
 
3. Name the parole officer who helps Cole. 

_______________________________ 
 
4. How does Cole describe his mom and dad in Chapter 1?  
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What 4 things did Edwin tell Cole to learn while he is on the island?  

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

 
6. What is devil’s club?  
 _______________________________________________ 
7. What does Cole do to try to escape the island?  
 _______________________________________________ 
8. In Chapter 5, Cole is delirious after swimming.  What does he try to find?  
 _______________________________________________ 
9. Why did the bear make Cole so angry when he first sees him?  
 _______________________________________________ 
10. In your opinion, what will it take for Cole to change for the better?  Or 

can he change?  Explain in complete sentences.  
 
 _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 _______________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________ 



Touching Spirit Bear 
  Notebook Quiz – Ch. 6 – 15 

 
 

1. In chapter 6,  Peter’s lawyer said that any solution of the circle must do two things: 
 

a. protect society and  ________________________. 
 
2. Cole is sent to the island as punishment.  In chapter 7, he does what first? 
 

a. makes ______________for a weapon and b. ____________his supplies and house 
 
3. List three damages that Cole endures from the bear attack: 

 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 

 
4. In chapter 8, what emotion did Cole find more unbearable than the pain?  
 

________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What was the first sign that Cole was starting to change? 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
6. True or False?   
 Cole was jealous of the baby birds because their misery was over – they were dead.   
 He was still suffering. 
 
7. True or False?  
 When Cole reached out to touch the bear in chapter 12, the bear stomped on his chest. 
 
 
 



8. What did Cole learn while he was near death lying on the beach those two days? 
 

 
The world was____________________________ 
 
He was ____________________________________ 
 
Real power is ______________________  not making people 
fear you.  

 
9. When Cole says the bear attach was his fault, how is that an example that he is changing?  
 
 _________________________________________________________ 
 
10. What does Cole mean or begin to understand when he says “If I like the cake, maybe the 

ingredients are okay too.”?  
 
 ________________________________________________________________ 
 

 ________________________________________________________________ 
 
11. Cole isn’t the only one who’s changing.  Who else is changing? _____________________  
 
 How? ____________________________________________________________ 
 
12. Describe Cole’s parent’s roles in his life now.  
 
 Mom’s part_________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Dad’s part_________________________________________________________ 
 
 _________________________________________________________________ 



Name ________________________ 
 

Date_______________ 
 

Touching Spirit Bear 
 Notebook Quiz Ch 16 – 24 

 
1. What did Edwin and Garvey do that showed Cole that they didn’t trust him? 
 
 
2. Why did Edwin introduce Cole to the pond? 
 
 
3. Which dance has NOT happened so far? 

      a.  whale b. snake c.  wolf d. spirit bear 
 
 
4.  According to Edwin, when could Cole skip a day of going to the pond?  
 
 
5. What’s the last thing that Cole will have to do before he leaves? (Be specific, please) 
 
 
6. For Cole, the totem pole is _____________________________________________ 
 
 
7. In Chapter 24, Cole learned that as long as he  remained angry, then ____________________ 
    
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
8. What was the one thing Cole had to learn for himself in order to heal?  
 
 
9. Describe Peter in Chapter 24. 
 
 
10. Predict – Will Cole be able to help Peter? If so, how?  Why?  Why not? 
 
 
11.  What has Cole learned so far that he could teach to Peter?  



Name_____________ 
 

Date_____________ 
 

Touching Spirit Bear 
           Notebook Quiz – Chapter 25 – 28 

 
1. In Chapter 25, how does Edwin hold Cole accountable for everything? 

 

2. Why hasn’t Cole carved the bottom portion of his totem pole in Chapter 25? 

 

3. What does Cole’s dad want?  Do you think he’ll get it? Why or why not? 

 

4. Put the following in order that they happened in the book between Chapters 25 -28: 

_____ Spirit Bear appears 

_____Peter offers Cole a chance to sleep in the cabin  

_____Peter destroys Cole’s bear carving 

_____Cole soaks in the pond and thinks to himself that he can’t believe he ever  

       wanted someone to be that afraid of him.  

_____Peter throws a stone that almost hits Cole. 

_____Peter attacks Cole.  

 

5. What does Garvey learn from the mouse dance? 

 

6. Will Peter ever trust Cole?  Explain your answer.  

 

7. Would you recommend this book to a friend?  Why or why not?  


